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The Nibiru EP Remixes are a rich and diverse collection of 
sounds that have echoes from the last 20 years of dance 
music as well as some sign posts about the future. First off 
Akkya just simply goes to work on the originals and 
rachets up the intensity to produce 3 tracks that can be 
best described as rock steady DJ tools that are more than 
capable of turning the screw in any beat driven DJ set. The 
Tuomas Rantanen duo of remixes are of a completely 
different ilk and both see Rantanen experimenting with 
slightly slower BPMs and funky fresh texturisation 
techniques. Xilinox also opts for a slower BPM and the 
focus here is definitely on innovation rather than banging 
beats. Patrex gives us a house injected tech beauty, Danijel 
gets all low mid bleepy, Daz pushes the envelope (as usual) 

and Ross goes for minimal thump. 
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Nibiru (Danijel Vasiljevic Remix) 
In this hats driven number Danijel makes top use of the originals low mid bleeps to create a rock steady remix. 

 

    

Nibiru (Akkya Remix) 
Akkya works in the original elements and then turns the pressure gauge up to maximum! 
 

Nibiru (Tuomas Rantanen Remix) 
A journey of dense beats, tense pulses and cavernous percussive scratchiness. Play with distortion. 

 

Time and Light (Daz Furey Remix) 
A careful balance of tech, bass, acid and beat give this remix from Daz a fresh and tough feel. Genre unboxable. 

 

Nibiru (Xilinox Remix) 
Xilinox loops up a lovely blend from the original bleeps and lays down a complex and compelling journey piece. 
 

Time and Light (Ross Harper Remix) 
Thump Thump, Time Light. Edgy minimalness exhibiting deep bass drums and subtle shades of light in time. 

 

Twisted Moon (Tuomas Rantanen Remix) 
A complex mash of beat, bass growl and pointed percussions. This style adds yet more depth to Rantanen’s vast catalogue. 

 

Twisted Moon (Akkya’s Why We Haven’t Been Back Remix) 
A real solid beat bass workout from Akkya. This is a tough DJ tool that is just screaming to be looped up and laid down. 

 

Shock Therapy (Akkya Remix) 
Akkya takes it down again with another driving bass and beat monster. Just throw this in the mix and see what happens! 

 
Shock Therapy (Patrex Remix) 
A smooth and classy house infected tech track that gently undulates through a variety of musically adept audio scenes. 
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